A contemporary and affordable stacking chair

Sonic™ offers exceptional value in a contemporary seating series. A wide range of models suit a variety of interior applications including meeting rooms, offices, reception areas, cafeterias, waiting rooms and lecture halls. Sonic’s versatility is endless.

Seating shown in Buzz Blue with Tungsten frame.
The series is offered with or without arms, with casters, with sled base, with a mesh back, as a task chair, as a bar height stool, with left or right tablet arms and in a beam seating configuration. Sonic’s molded seat and back are strong, durable, easy to clean and available in a range of colors. Frame finishes are standard in Chrome and optional in Black or Tungsten.
Sonic models

Upholstered seat sled base armchair

Upholstered back and seat armchair

Mesh back armless chair

Upholstered seat armchair with casters

Mesh back and upholstered seat armless chair

Upholstered seat armchair with tablet

Seating shown in Buzz Blue with Chrome frame. Mesh backs shown in Black. Upholstered seats and backs shown in Allante, White.
Sonic models

Upholstered seat task chair

Upholstered seat and back task chair

Upholstered seat bar height armless stool

Sonic chairs can stack 5 high on floor or 10 high on Sonic dolly

Seating shown in Buzz Blue. Upholstered seats shown in Allante, White.
Sonic Beam is an affordable and efficient seating solution to furnish public spaces or reception areas. Available in multiple lengths to accommodate any seating configuration. Seat and table modules can be placed in any order along the beam. Upholstered seat and back inserts are replaceable for easy maintenance.

Sonic Beam - seat and back options

Polypropylene seat and back
Upholstered seat with polypropylene back
Upholstered seat and back

Top: Seating shown in Shadow. Upholstered seats and backs shown in Momentum Infinity, Gull.
Bottom: Seating shown in Buzz Blue. Upholstered seats and back shown in Allante, White.
Color it your way

- Light neutrals palette
  - Cloud
  - Fog
  - Frost
  - Latte
  - Sand

- Dark neutrals palette
  - Eggplant
  - Shadow
  - Ink
  - Night

- Brights palette
  - Scarlet
  - Buzz Blue
  - Cactus
  - Dijon
  - Carrot

**Frames**
- Standard Chrome
- Optional Tungsten
- Optional Black

**Casters and glides**
- Available on select models
- Optional opaque non marking glides

**Tablet**
- Tablet lifts to 90° for easy access
- Wood laminate tablet is available in five finishes

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Buzz Blue with Tungsten frame.